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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, we consider two phonons and three-level trapped ion in  configuration forming Hilbert 12-space. The 

negativity and quantum correlations are revealed in trapped ion two phonon states system. Three values of LDP, = 0.006, 

=0.06 and =0.08 are given. The effects of the time-independent coupling in terms of the system, degree of quantum 

entanglement are investigated. Therefore, we have found the main optimal times for obtaining the high amount of entanglement 

with negativity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In quantum mechanics, quantum states as usual are evident in itself with laws [1]. Entangled states are 

the proper kind of quantum correlation between two quantum system. Entanglement is an attractive 

physical phenomenon in which the overlap of two separable states is can be entangled state with photons. 

The widely read Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) paper, contrary to what is known, has actually 

been published to criticize quantum mechanical laws [2]. In the same year, N. Bohr published a paper 

[3] with alike this EPR paper. The prominent article presented the entanglement with conversations on 

quantum theory. For the quantum theory, 1935 was an interesting year. In Erwin Schrödinger’s article 

in Naturwissenschaften introducing "Verschränkung", where he advocated quantum theory [4]. 

Quantum measurement is discussed a local physical process [5]. Trapped ions systems are important for 

the entangled states works [6, 7, 8], concurrence C [9]. It has reported an applying entanglement created 

the Exchange interaction for many quantum information processing [10].  

 

Quantum dynamics of ionic-phononic system with respect to quantum entropy E is investigated by R. 

Dermez et al. [11]. The deep Lamb-Dicke regime (LDR) described with LDP of small, , such as 

this study. LD limit is not accordingly established with common experiments [12]. Such a way 

experiments act in named as beyond LDR here , for examples ~ 0.2 [13]. Entanglement of qutrit 

states [14] are testified by a quantum system for lower order terms of density matrix. 

 

Product base and entangled base are shown generalization of Schmidt coefficients [15]. Quantum 

entanglement of states of pure qutrit [16] and of states of mixed qubit-qutrit [17] are demonstrated by a 

quantum system within the  configuration. Advanced calculations and results in the four articles 
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mentioned in [14-17] contain differences from classical theoretical calculations. Measurement of 

entropy is achieved for states of qutrit [18].  

 

Quantum entanglement measurements are used to determine any known state is separable or entangled. 

Therefore, C and N are offered for pure states [19]. Quantum computation processes in trapped ions are 

common in phonon nonclassical cases. For Fock states, squeezed [20], coherent states of odd-even [21], 

and their superpositions [22] were suggested. N is a entanglement measure that a useful characterization 

in quantum information, commonly in ionic system. We report analytical results of quantum 

entanglement for system via N for the LDR and12-D of Hilbert space. We focus the quantum 

correllations in N [11, 16] with respect to the total and the reduced density matrix. With respect to Ref. 

[16] we illustrated these evolutions of N in the Figures. 2-4 for trapped ion two phonons system. 

 

The rest of the study is coordinated as follows. Section 2 discusses  growth for two unentangled qubits 

and analitical solutions in the quantum system. Section 3 describes how to obtain highly negativity of 

system by the LDR. The results and comments are given in Section 4. 

 

2. A SOLUTION OF TRAPPED ION-PHONONS SYSTEM AND ITS MODEL 

 

We propose a trapped ion with two phonons in Hilbert 12-space. The quantum dynamics of trapped ion-

phonons system is emerged by previous investigation [23,24]. The Hamiltonian of system is 

, and  indicates Hamiltonian of trapped ion-phonons system:  

 
(1) 

The e-level energy is , r-level is , and g-level is . Here  and  are Hamiltonians of 

these interactions for excited-ground and excited-raman: 

 
(2) 

 
(3) 

where ,  and  are momentum and the x-component of position of ion center of mass 

movement. The movement of ion in the system is along the x-axis (one-D). Atomic levels are shown: 

trapped ion excited level, raman level, and ground level in Figure1. Ion mass center 

is given with standard harmonic-oscillator of  in  and 

. Here,  is annihilation operator and  creation operator of vibrational 

phonons. In Figure 1, laser frequencies are  and , and Rabi frequency is . Trapped ion-phonons 

total Hamiltonian is written  
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(4) 

here, LDP is ,  is trap frequency of harmonic, and delta function is . We have 

taken the base vectors as follow:  

 
 

Figure 1. Three internal electronic levels of ion-phonons system. Time is given by dimensionless for the quantum system, 

time-independent parameters are allowed to be ,  and .  

 

(5) 

In this study, important transformed Hamiltonian is . Hamiltonian in Equation (4) is found 

after transmission action. model is given by a cascade  scheme in two phonons. Ion-two phonons 

system was covered by unitary transformation. Matrix of transformation, namely U is performed [23],  

 

(6) 

Here displacement operators of Glauber, ,  are achieved.  

is performed , here 

 
(7) 

 
(8) 

The LDR is performed between the values 0.006 and 0.08 of LDP.  By using unitary transformation 

method [23], an initial state  is written in following form 
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(9) 

where  is typical vector for time-independent Hamiltonian;  is the exponencial function, 

and  is the transformation matrix [23]. Trapped ion two phonon states system acts 

for  scheme. The propagator is performed  

 

(10) 

here , ,  and . We take  Hz and 

Hz for frequencies. In the system, we take  and . Normalization 

condition of ion is certainly , and normalization condition of  two phonons is 

, approximately. So, the earliest of trapped ion-phonon states system is 

given as 

 
(11) 

here, the phonon levels are , and . New equation for ion-two phonons is performed 

as  

 

(12) 

It is used by and are zero and first-order indication of LDP, for example. ion-two phonons system 

is evolved to an initial unentangled state, 

 
(13) 

In Equation (11), ours system is produced in respect of . As a result of advanced 

mathematical transformations between Equation (9-13), the 12 probability amplitudes for the two 

quantum system are written  
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(14) 

 

(15) 

 

(16) 

 

(17) 

 

(18) 

 

(19) 

 

(20) 

 

(21) 

and four amplitudes are zero: . For Equations from (14) to (21), 

index  is positioned in the states of atomic , index m is positioned by vibrational numbers 

. Vibrational phonon states are located by a Hilbert 4-space Hp and subsystem of trapped ion-

phonons is located in a Hilbert 3-space Hi. Thus, two quantum system are in Hilbert C12-space. Here, t 

is dimensionless and scaled with (harmonic trap frequency-LDP). What does dimensionless 

mean? Accordingly in Figure 2, time 1 equals to 125 microsecond (ms). The mathematical calculation 

is as follows; for  Hertz, , , . In the two 

quantum system, the final state vector is given by  

 
(22) 
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The coefficients and are shown by state vector amplitudes of  and  models. 

These coefficients of the vector are  

    
(23) 

 
(24) 

 
(25) 

 
(26) 

 
(27) 

 

(28) 

 
(29) 

 
(30) 

 
(31) 

here is frequency e-g levels, , i is complex number, and i is ion index. We plotted N 

of two quantum system as  in Figures 2, 3, 4 and Table 1. We found that final state vector 

 is superposition of twelve function in Equations (23-31).  

Hilbert spaces are  for two-phonons,  for ion. It is used a simplified density matrix 

 by Equation (32). Fully density matrix  is performed with  matrix 

with respect to the bases . With tracing, -simplified density matrix,  is performed  
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(32) 

where diagonal terms, ,  and  are a -matrix. For help to Equation (32), fully 

density matrix of two quantum system is written as:  

 
(33) 

where  is a -square matrix and Hilbert 12-space in qauntum mechanic. 

 

 

3. THE MEASURE OF NEGATIVITY AND DISCUSSION 

 

The initial state in second section derive in Hilbert 12-space . In state vector , fully 

density matrix of system is given by  in Equation(33). Negativity is 

first reported in literature as a quantum entanglement measurement in [20]. 

In this part, we examine if the state is entangled how much quantum entanglement it involves. It is 

analyzed quantum correlations with negativity [25]. The quantum state  of a system such as X and Y, 

with dimensions  and , can be given 

 
(34) 

where  are Schmidt coefficients abbreviated as SCs,  and  are orthogonal basis 

in  and  [25, 26]. We have given by Schmidt form for wave function. Therefore, three SCs are 

the three eigenvalues of the matrix in Equation (32),  [26]. Their time dependence is illustrated in 

Figure 2. Upper two curves are  and , while the lower curve,  is the third SCs for  

 and . Negativity of any quantum system is written as [26]  

 

 

(35) 

 

 
(36) 
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Figure 2. The time dependence of SCs, , and  for three LDP. Upper, middle and lower curves are for  

 and . The third SC,  is gren and small. t is dimensionless scaled by . Earliest state of 

trapped ion and two phonons system is  for , . These 

coupling parameters are written for  MHertz and  Hz. 

 

Figure 3. The time dependence of negativity, for three . Three values are   and . Other 

assumptions parameters are the same as Figure 2 in the system. 

 

 
Table 1. Six values of negativity within two ideal times, t = 4.0 and t = 3.22, with respect to Figure 3. 

 

 

Fig 3, a=1, b=0.005, 

, MHz 

Fig 3, a=1, b=0.005, 

, MHz 

Fig 3, a=1, b=0.005, 

, MHz 

Negativity, t=4.0 0.293 0.302 0.302 

 

Negativity, t=3.22 0.493 0.495 0.496 
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This leads to higher dimensional entanglement with . In Figure 3, time evolution of N is illustrated by 

,  and . We have obtained high amount of entanglement for three values 

of LDP.  

 

Summerized, we obtained entanglement via negativity in the LDR discretely from other papers [16, 19]. 

The values of negativity in two ideal times are shown with Table 1. In Figures 2-3 and 4, a maximum 

value of negativity is reported N=0.496 for  in Table 1. The three values of  are determined 

and taken into account throughout this study. In literature, we did not see that it has been worked with 

the value 0.08. We explain quantum dynamics of N according to time in Figure 3. The results of our 

former studies [16, 27, 28] are in similar in Figures 3-4.  N, C and E, which are the other advanced 

measurements defining entanglement motion, have been worked out in literature [7, 11, 18, 28, 29, 30]. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Contour plot of negativity as the time change of LDP (to  from ). Color scale from black to 

orange equals to 0-1 range. Other assumptions parameters are the same as Figure 2 in the system. 

 

We show the quantum correlations with negativity for coupling parameters. We found seperate dynamic 

features in N  in reaction to increasing . In Figure 3, N oscillates between the values of minimum N=0 

and highest rate N=0.496 at t=3.22 for . The variations between the maximum and the minimum 

values of negativity are regular with time. Time is maximally entangled state at  optimum time point in 

Table 1. The presence of long lived entanglement in trapped ion and phonons system have been 

recognized by Figure 4. We explore with N that measurement degrees have a flash crop entangled state 

up in parallel to raising  and this is in comparison to the previous observations [6, 27, 28, 29, 30,31]. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We reported quantum entanglement of two quantum system in the Hilbert 12-space. We investigate the 

negativity through the definition of variance LDR. These plots are obtained by negativity with quantum 

corrections. Entanglement is compared and is analyzed by an quantum measure which is N. Quantum 

correlations and interactions between ion and two phonons is investigated. Because, the discussion on 

physical properties of trapped ion-two phonos interaction is an important subject for quantum 

information. 

 

Concluding remarks are; (1) in our system, quantum entanglement is shown to have the capacity and 

degree of negativity is N=0.501; (2) N bases on three different LDPs; (3) This extracts that such 

entanglement is connected with . We achieved long-lived entanglement in LDR. Maximally entangled 

states as presented by means of ion-two phonons system can be important for researchers with trapped 

ions. Extending the life time can be succeed by using Rabi frequences and . This study and similar 

studies based on quantum measurement will lead to a better understanding of quantum theory and 

entanglement. 
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